Lesson #24 “What Will We Do in Heaven Part 2”


Read chapters 43-44 and answer the following questions from pages 431-451.

1) How can we overcome an “I have missed out on the best of life” mindset?

2) “He doesn’t ___________ wipe away tears; He ____________ those ________ with corresponding joys.”

3) What will be the most fulfilling relationship in Heaven?

4) How will Christians regain lost opportunities?

5) What did Alcorn mean by death is a doorway?

6) Has any Christian passed their peak?

7) How should we look at our future suffering, decline and eventual death?

8) Will “Plus Ultra” (More Beyond) ever cease to be true in the New Earth?

9) “God’s instructions and his ____________ in the gifts He _____________ to people to accomplish these
tasks make _________ what we should __________ in Heaven: ____________ works of craftsmanship
and construction, __________________ by sin and death.”

10) What will the purpose of homes, food and drink be if we do not “need” them?

11) What tarnishes all human accomplishments and achievement today?

12) Why is the New Earth not a return to Eden in its primitive sense?

13) Why in the New Earth will we be able to do and enjoy all the things we wished for?

Nanci Alcorn, “Life is closing in on him, but he’s headed in the right direction.”
Randy Alcorn, “When the Elderly and handicapped recognize that their experiences on the New Earth will be
far better than the best anyone else is experiencing here and, it brings anticipation, contentment, consolation,
and the ability to fully rejoice in the activities of the young and healthy, without envy or regret.”
Randy Alcorn, “We’ll constantly enjoy the wonders of the New Earth, but we’re promised the new heavens
too, including stars, planets, and cosmic wonders that will thrill us.”

